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Abstract 

With the ever-growing global society and increasing cross-culture interaction on college 
campuses, it is essential for architects and designers to evaluate the quality of life provided for 
international students who come to the United States to pursue their education.  College 
campus planner, M. Perry Chapman (2006), described the campus as a pilgrimage:  it is 
“distinguished by the quests of those who journey there, searching for knowledge, seeking 
intellectual, cultural, and social enlightenment, aspiring to a change in the tenor of their lives” 
(p. xxvi).  Student housing adds a significant dimension to the complete education experience 
(“Housing foreign students”, 1967, p. 2).  International students have expressed a strong desire 
to further develop their student relationships which would match the positive experiences they 
have in the classroom (Eid & Jordan-Dormschot, 1989).  This paper and presentation present a 
summary of the past and current literature on the origins of student housing and the growth of 
international students in the United States.  Through the review of existing literature, it is 
evident there is a significant lack of understanding on how to foster cross-cultural relationships 
outside of forced interactions.  On-campus housing provides a base-level platform to build 
these desired relationships between students.  Instead of human-orchestrated social 
connections, this paper suggests allowing the built environment to create these highly sought-
after student interactions.  The author proposes conducting a targeted case study focused on 
Jardine Apartments – the primary international student housing at Kansas State University – 
that will reveal social patterns and common themes within the current environment.  Using 
Kevin Lynch’s five elements of legibility in urban planning as a framework, the three-part 
methodology would analyze the existing Jardine community from both an expert and user 
perspective which would create deeper understanding and inspire research of the future. 
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Introduction 

“As student bodies become more diverse, colleges and universities are recognizing the 

importance of creating residential facilities that assimilate students into an active campus and 

community life” (Martin & Allen, 2009, p. 36).  With the growing dynamic of cross-cultural 

communication, American universities “have an extraordinary opportunity to prepare students 

for functioning effectively in a multicultural global society” (Casey-Powell, 1999, p. 127). 

However, with that opportunity comes great responsibility to provide international students an 

inclusive, interactive and enriching American university experience.  International students go 

through radical change filled with insecurity and confusion while adjusting to American campus 

life (Casey-Powell, 1999).  The university campus has the unique ability to create a “sense of 

place” for a person (Chapman, 2006).  The challenge lies in the university’s hands.  Putting 

intentional thought into where and how international students are housed allows great 

potential to foster growth in living environments and create stronger student interactions 

between American and international students.  Ultimately, this will create a stronger quality of 

life for foreign students in the United States and enhance their university experience as a 

whole. 

Literature Review 

Literature Review Process 

In order to enhance the understanding of current literature on the subject of 

international student housing on college campuses, many search methods were employed.  

Seven books were found at Kansas State University’s Weigel Library by browsing in the student 

housing section.  Five online journal articles focused on the importance of student housing 

were found by using Kansas State University library’s “Search It” feature.  Keywords included:  

student housing, international students, origin of student housing, campus, foreign.  Using the 

keywords student life, university, college, dormitory or residence halls, three journal articles 

were identified and accessed through two databases: EBSCOhost Academic Search and Avery 

Index to Architectural Periodicals.  The articles Evolving Design and Students in my backyard 

were suggested by a professor.  Using the search terms Kevin Lynch in Google Scholar, one 

book segment was found that focused on Kevin Lynch’s findings.  Using the search terms 
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current student housing trends in Google Search, two online news articles were found that 

highlighted current statistics of international students in America.  A challenge found when 

researching was the limited amount of studies that specifically address this issue, particularly in 

recent years.  The lack of recent literature confirms the need to do this type of research and 

address the problem at hand. 

 

Student Housing 

Housing impact on university experience. M. Perry Chapman, a college campus design 

specialist, wrote “it took a better part of those undergraduate years at Cornell for me to 

comprehend that place and experience are inextricably linked in the endeavor that we call 

higher learning” (2006, p. xix).  Chapman (2006) goes on to describe the campus as a narrative, 

an experience, an intentional community, and a work of art.  Most importantly, campus creates 

a “sense of place” which is “a personal phenomenon, having as much to do with our own 

experiences and cognitions as with the physicality of the environment” (Chapman, 2006, p. 

xxii).  It has long been believed that student housing adds a significant dimension to the 

complete education experience (“Housing foreign students”, 1967, p. 2).  Today, the image of 

the collegiate housing environment often runs counter to the reality.  Young students arrive at 

universities expecting an immediate sense of place in a dynamic and thriving community of 

learners.  They settle in and find they are cooped up in a poorly-designed space, with little 

flexibility and no sense of community.   Where did the reality stray away from the idyllic image 

so many seek?   

Origins of student housing.  University expansion in the United States after the Civil 

War created a need for student housing like seen never before (Dober, 1996).  Nineteenth-

century university presidents believed students should make their own housing arrangements 

(Dober, 1996).  This principle of self-sufficiency led to a series of pragmatic events to follow.  

Safe and sanitary local housing could no longer meet the high demand of students.  

Additionally, parents and preachers saw off-campus, unsupervised living as a threat to student 

morals, obedience and respect (Dober, 1996).  In the year 1920, the University of Oregon’s 

“inability to attract and hold students because of poor housing was seen as an education crisis” 
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(Dober, 1996, p. 143).  Fewer than one-quarter-million students were in college attendance in 

America at the beginning of the twentieth century (Chapman, 2006).  The lack of sufficient 

living environments grew a need for safe and sanitary housing at a reasonable cost.  A state 

legislature was tested in Supreme Court and given favorable ruling that instituted buildings 

specifically for housing and student activity purposes. (Dober, 1996).  

By the early 1930s, the standard of what was considered “suitable campus housing” was 

growing in concept and being executed worldwide (Dober, 1996). Harvard and Yale provided 

undergraduate housing which almost doubled in size from what was known and never lacked in 

creativity and variation (Dober, 1996).  Unfortunately, this push for well-designed spaces did 

not last long.  As the demand for higher education facilities grew, funds supporting quality 

student housing shrunk.  The lack of financial support in this area left program objectives and 

design intent behind.  The resulting issue was set aside and left for a later generation to solve 

(Dober, 1996). 

As time continued and campus life expanded, the need for suitable campus housing was 

satisfied with high-density buildings with few amenities (Dober, 1996) (See Figures 1 and 2). 

Many public universities such as Penn State, Michigan State, Missouri and Auburn spread 

student housing facilities beyond their historic core campus to distances that were no longer 

walkable for students (Chapman, 2006). The “golden age” – 1945 to the mid-1970s – was 

defined by explosive growth in student enrollment, the size, and number of campuses in the 

United States (Chapman, 2006, p. 37).  This mass expansion affected the quality of student 

living environments once again.  Chapman (2006) states, “new dormitories were located at 

campus peripheries in mid-rise and high-rise enclaves separated from the heart of academic 

life” (p. 38).  The care that was once put into student housing turned into an afterthought 

supported by minimal funds (Dober, 1996).  The Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 enabled 

colleges and universities to construct hundreds of buildings to shelter their enrollment surges 

(Dober, 1996).  These buildings were built merely as living spaces with no thought put toward 

quality of life within the given facility.   

Toward the end of the twentieth century, renewal emerged.  Institutions recognized the 

“quality of campus life” was necessary to spur financial support from alumni and other various 
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sources.  The so-called “gang dorms” of the 1950s and 1960s were replaced with “residence 

halls composed of suite-style and apartment units, with more single-occupant rooms” 

(Chapman, 2006, p. 48) (See Figure 3).  The twenty-first century brought continued growth and 

renewal to college campuses across the United States.  In her dialogue with top student 

housing executives, Lauren Boston (2012) notes, “with many experts estimating that college 

enrollment will reach 20.4 million by 2016, the student housing market is showing no signs of 

slowing down” (p. 63).  Therefore, it is critical the design intent behind student housing is 

closely considered when defining the quality of life for all collegiate students.  

On-campus housing. University students live in an assortment of housing environments.  

In our increasingly mobile societies, it is said that up to half of the younger generation spend an 

extended period of time in student housing environments (Mullins & Allen, 1971).  In 1967, The 

National Association for Foreign Student Affairs concluded: 

Housing should be more than a place where one sleeps, eats, and keeps his belongings. 

Within the physical facility itself, there needs to be the kind of atmosphere that makes 

for a psychologically comfortable place to live, one that encourages and provides 

opportunities for relaxing, being oneself, and enjoying others. Equally important is the 

opportunity for exchange. Any type of on-campus housing that mixes foreign and 

American students can offer unique opportunities for special learning, experiences 

between persons of different cultures, provided that some thought and cooperative 

effort go into making the most of each situation. (“Housing Foreign Students”, 1967, p. 

5) 

To better understand the role of universities and student housing, this text will focus solely on 

on-campus housing.  On-campus housing is what one would typically consider when discussing 

collegiate student housing.  On-campus housing is presumably the most typical place for foreign 

students to reside during their time studying in America (“Housing Foreign Students”, 1967).  

This type of housing may include various arrangements such as residence halls, Greek-affiliated 

housing, cooperatives and international houses or residences (“Housing Foreign Students”, 

1967).  In his study on dormitory architecture, F. D. Case found that dormitory architecture can 
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highly influence a student’s initial social acquaintances when first coming to college and can 

sometimes start relationships that last the remainder of their college years (Case, 1981). 

Growth of International Students in America. The twenty-first century brought great 

change to higher education facilities as campuses grew in diversity and accessibility on a global 

level (Chapman, 2006).  M. Perry Chapman (2006), suggested globalization as one of the six 

seismic forces that affected the twenty-first-century campus: 

Globalization encompasses the unprecedented movement of commerce, finances, 

information, jobs, people, cultural influences, and environmental change across 

international borders.  Higher education, regarded as one of this country’s most 

successful export endeavors, must adapt to the new roles, relationships, and 

competition embodied in the globalization of the academy (p. 53). 

 Mary Akopyan, an international student from Moskow, Russia, states “In my native 

country, if you have an American education, it means that every single door is open in front of 

you” (Terteryan, 2013, p.1)  This statement rings true for many foreign students looking to 

further their education in the United States.  “Many students will come to the United States to 

learn about their intended academic discipline and about American culture. The lessons they 

learn—academic and cultural—will stay with them for the rest of their lives” (Loveland, 2014, p. 

1).  The growing number of international students has been on the rise since the start of the 

twenty-first century.  The tragic event on September 11, 2001 caused international enrollments 

to slow dramatically causing a decrease from 2002 through 2006 (Carter, 2014).  Enrollment 

rates turned around with a modest rebound in the 2006-2007 academic year (Carter, 2014).  

The 2009 Open Doors report indicates that 671,616 students from around the world were 

enrolled in American universities in the 2008-2009 school year (Carter, 2014).  US News reports 

international enrollment hitting a record high during the 2012-2013 school year and experts 

expect the trend to continue (Smith-Barrow, 2014).  Today, enrollment hits an all-time high of 

671,616 international students across the United States (Carter, 2014). It’s said that “3.7 

percent of the 18.3 million students in higher education are from outside the United States” 

(Carter, 2014).  This record number does not intend on slowing down. 
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The continued growing dynamic of cross-cultural communication provides American 

universities with “an extraordinary opportunity to prepare students for functioning effectively 

in a multicultural global society” (Casey-Powell, 1999, p. 127).  Unfortunately, many 

international student service offices today are not focused on giving the foreign students 

outstanding experiences.  They are more focused on economic considerations and the effect 

international students will have on the university’s enrollment statistics.   When discussing the 

common motivations of student service offices, Carmen Neuberger (as cited in McIntire & 

Willer, 1992) shares an insightful medical metaphor: typically campus services act as a hospital 

emergency room instead of a wellness clinic.   Meaning, campus services are focused on 

survival skills at initial orientation for international students rather than developmental skills 

throughout their college experience.  

Current Issues.  In their study focused on student housing needs at Kansas State 

University, A. E. Riemann and R. B. Weisenburger found that meeting others and getting along 

with others were key factors in a successful dorm environment (1972).  In a study taken at 

Eastern Oregon State College, T. Eid and T. Jordan-Dormschot found that while international 

students were generally satisfied with their professor interaction and course requirements, 

they wanted to further develop student relationships, interaction with community members 

and opportunities to improve language skills (1989). 

Interracial friendships are in high demand from the international student standpoint.  In 

2011, foreign students at Eastern Kentucky University complained “they had no American 

friends and there was a lack of interaction between American and International students” 

(Sultana & Smith, p. 1).  This same study found that the social and cultural life of international 

students, particularly at Eastern Kentucky University, needed immediate attention (Sultana & 

Smith, 2011).  It is evident students are seeking connections so it is time the lack of 

opportunities is addressed. 

 

International Students of Today 

As our society continues to embrace globalization and the number of international 

students in the United States grows, higher education facilities must consider the needs and 
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desires of foreign students coming to the United States.  More emphasis should be placed on 

the social aspect and living environment of international students on American campuses. 

Needs. Depending on the market, student needs differ greatly.  However, across the 

board, students seek environments that are designed for “optimal living” and enhance their 

interest social interactions (Loria, 2013).  In their article focused on the architectural and social 

aspects of student housing, Mullins and Allen (1971) discuss a student’s need for an 

environment that “gives confidence and a feeling of protection” (p. 18).  The National 

Association for Foreign Student Affairs (1967) concluded: 

There is probably no singe ideal housing arrangement for foreign students.  There is, 

undoubtedly, an ideal housing situation – one that provides a variety of housing 

alternatives with differing facilities that will accommodate the diverse needs, habits, 

and distinctive tastes of the foreign student population (“Housing Foreign Students”, p. 

5). 

University support. University support stems from three groups: student affairs staff, 

the institution, and the international students themselves, states Neuberger (as cited in 

McIntire & Willer, 1992).  Each group plays a significant role in integrating international 

students into campus culture and improving their collegiate experience as a whole. The first 

group, residence hall staff, is generally unaware of their importance in the overall experience of 

foreign students (“Housing Foreign Students”, 1967).  Given awareness of the impact they are 

capable of making on foreigners, student affairs staff members may feel more inclined to put 

forth more effort instead of putting in the bare minimum requirements.  This would build 

higher expectations and create richer student experiences overall. The institution is responsible 

for getting information on housing availability to potential international students.  Without 

knowledge, the students have nowhere to start. Once knowledge is available, students can take 

initiative to choose the right option for them. 

Student support. Student support falls into the social realm of a foreign student’s 

wellbeing.  The President and CEO of the Institute of International Education, Allan Goodman, 

stated “Active engagement between U.S. and international students in American classrooms 

provides students with valuable skills that will enable them to collaborate across cultures and 
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borders to address shared global challenges in the years ahead” (Sultana and Smith, 2011, p. 1).  

The opportunities available for multi-cultural interaction are great.  In response to the array of 

opportunities present, many universities hold special programming within residence halls that 

are designed to expand not only contact between foreign and American students, but more so 

their “permanent awareness, understanding, and interest in one another” that can “make a 

very important and special contribution to the education experience of those involved” 

(“Housing of Foreign Students”, 1976, p. 6).  However, the decision to invest in this cross-

cultural network ultimately lies in the student’s hands.  While many programs can be developed 

to attempt creating student interaction, in the end it is the student’s decision on whether or 

not they want to participate (“Housing of Foreign Students”, 1967).   

Theory and Framework 

Understanding of literature review findings 

In reviewing current literature, it is observed that international students wish to have 

meaningful interaction and build close relationships with American students to enhance their 

university experience and life beyond the college years.  There is a significant lack of research 

and understanding of how to foster cross-cultural relationships outside of required programs or 

events put on by the university.  On-campus housing provides an excellent platform to build 

these desired cross-cultural relationships and consistent interactions.  Instead of human-

orchestrated social connections, this paper suggests allowing the built environment to create 

these highly sought-after student interactions.  This idea could be achieved through basic space 

planning methods and intentional traffic-flow patterns.   

 

Research proposal  

The author proposes conducting a targeted case study focused on Jardine Apartments, 

the primary international student housing facility at Kansas State University.   Using Kevin 

Lynch’s five elements of legibility in urban planning as a framework, the three-part 

methodology would analyze the existing Jardine community from both an expert and user 

perception which would create deeper understanding and inspire research of the future. 
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Kevin Lynch’s city planning as framework 

Kevin Lynch, a world-renowned urban designer and theorist, sought to understand how 

people perceive their environments and how design influences one’s behavior within any given 

environment.  In his book, The Image of the City, Lynch presents his best-known concepts on 

how people perceive cities.  Lynch claims that people structure their perceptions of cities into 

five reoccurring elements: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks (Le Gates, 1996).  

Briefly defined: 

1) Paths are the channels along which the observer customarily, occasionally, or 

potentially moves.  

2) Edges are the linear elements not used or considered as paths by the observer.  

3) Districts are the medium to large sections of the city conceived of as having a two-

dimensional extent, which the observer mentally enters “inside of,” and which are 

recognizable as having some coming identifying character. 

4) Nodes are points, the strategic spots in a city into which an observer can enter, and 

which are the intensive foci to and from which he is traveling. 

5) Landmarks are another type of point reference, but in this case the observer does 

not enter within them, they are external.  They are usually a simply defined physical 

object, building, sign, store, or mountain. (Altman, 1992, p. 6).     

Lynch defines legibility as “…the ease with which its (the city) parts can be recognized 

and can be organized into a coherent pattern” (as cited by Altman, 1992, p. 7).  With good 

legibility, one has the ability to make sense of one’s surroundings and navigate the space 

efficiently.  Using these basic elements to define the Jardine complex will assist in 

understanding the space past what is known.  It will also help identify potential social hubs, 

common traffic routes and identifiable points so the researcher will have a base point to move 

forward within the proposed study. 

Methods 

The proposed method of study consists of three phases.  Phase one will conduct a 

campus housing analysis based off Kevin Lynch’s five elements of legibility in urban planning.  

Phase two will seek to understand space through the user perspective by having Jardine 
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residents draw cognitive maps based off their social interactions and traffic patterns.  Phase 

three will conduct a content analysis to look for reoccurring themes and patterns to find 

consistencies and differences which will lead to further research. 

 

Phase One 

Participants.  Participants of this phase would include three Kansas State interior design 

students who have background knowledge of Kevin Lynch’s five elements of legibility in urban 

planning.  The primary researcher would present the research and methodology to the senior 

level interior design studio class at Kansas State University and ask for participants prior to the 

presentation.  Participation would be voluntary.  The first three to volunteer would create the 

research team who would move forward with the research methodology. 

Instrument.  The instruments used during this phase of study are a site map analysis of 

Jardine Apartments and an onsite walkthrough including coding of Lynch’s five elements.  These 

tools will assist in better understanding the cognitive maps (created in phase two) based off 

Kevin Lynch’s five elements.   

Procedure.  The research team would gather for a preliminary review of Kevin Lynch’s 

five elements of legibility in urban planning to ensure a baseline understanding of Kevin Lynch’s 

theory.  At this gathering, a coding system of Lynch’s five elements would be designed and put 

in place for the following site analysis (See Figure 4).  The team would code an existing site map 

based off their initial interpretations of the map. 

Approximately one week later, the research team would gather to conduct the onsite 

walkthrough.  Each team member would be provided with two Jardine site maps – one coded, 

one non-coded – to reference during the expert walkthrough.  Members would first be 

instructed to navigate Jardine individually following the instructions given (See Table 1).  

Individual walkthroughs would allow for each team member to evaluate the space solely on 

their experience, without the help of others.  The individual walkthrough would span forty-five 

minutes.  After the allotted time, the team would re-group at an appointed location.  The 

research team would then perform a second walkthrough together.  Having the team work 

together allows for inter-rater reliability.  By cross-referencing the coded map from phase one 
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and notes taken during individual walkthroughs, similarities and differences can be found.  All 

findings – individual and group – will be considered to create the final coded map for the 

existing Jardine complex based off Kevin Lynch’s five elements of urban planning.  Findings 

would be recorded by researcher and tested against findings in phase two. 

 

Phase Two 

Participants.  Participants of this phase would be current Jardine residents including 

both international and American students.  The recruitment procedure would be organized by 

the Assistant Director of Apartment Living at Jardine.  20-25 students would be recruited to 

participate.  Each session, 4-5 students would be invited to participate in the procedure.  The 

smaller group size allows for increased interaction between researcher and students as well as 

richer conversation of user perception of the space.  Each session would include an instructor 

and note taker.  The instructor would be the primary leader of the group.  The note taker would 

be responsible for documenting all conversation had during the session. 

Instrument.  The instrument during this phase would be cognitive maps created by the 

participants.  Each participant would end the session with five different maps with varying 

focuses.  The cognitive maps developed will further understanding of the existing community 

through user’s perceptions and identification of traffic patterns, reoccurring themes among 

users, consistent patterns of social activity and problems experienced by the residents.   

Procedure.  Small groups of students would gather at the Frith Community Center in the 

Jardine complex at appointed times.  Each session would span approximately half an hour.  As 

mentioned, each session, will include 4-5 students.  Students would be supplied with materials 

and instructions seen in Figure 5.  Allowing students to individually process the prompts given 

in the instructions forces each individual to deeply consider their answers oppose to agreeing 

with their peers.  Students would follow instructions given and end the session with five sheets 

to overlap the original Jardine map provided.  After individual work was completed, a group 

discussion would be held that would allow cross-referencing between student maps and 

conversation between students and instructor based off findings.  The note taker would 
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document all conversation.  Findings would be recorded by researcher and taken to content 

analysis in phase three. 

 

Phase Three 

 Content Analysis.  Phase three would consist of a content analysis of information found 

in phase one and phase two.  The content analysis would be conducted to look for reoccurring 

themes, consistent patterns of social activity paths taken and consistent problem experiences 

noted.  With both narrative data and imagery to analyze, the researcher would have a unique 

set of data to look through and cross-reference to come up with a final data analysis that would 

enhance understanding of the success of Jardine Apartments as student housing that supports 

student interaction. 

 

Discussion 

  Based off what might be found, the researcher would propose another round of 

research to further explain the situation at hand.  The researcher may find there is no 

consistency, in which case another method of research may need to be employed to find the 

root of the problem at hand.  Additionally, the researcher may find consistent patterns that 

reflect the overarching issue at hand.  If this is the case, the researcher would move forward 

with a similar research methods to broaden the data collected and enhance the research 

already found. Results have various possibilities.  Regardless of the outcome, the proposed 

research methodology will assist in better understanding the Jardine community and how well 

it supports student interaction. 

 

Conclusion 

  Due to its variables, this study cannot give us a complete answer to how student 

interaction can be magnified in student housing. It can, however, provide a good start to better 

understanding the built environment’s positive effect on human interaction. By comparing study 

results side by side, reoccurring themes and consistent patterns may be found which will create 

awareness of the issue at hand.  With awareness comes change.  Change can improve the 
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current state and enhance the quality of life for international students on campuses across the 

United States.  Design professionals have the unique ability to create a sense of community and 

enhance international student experience through the built environment of student housing 

facilities.  Creating housing environments that foster growth and support interaction between 

American and foreign students can re-define the quality of life for international students in the 

United States.  
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Figure 1. Undergraduate campus housing from the expansion era 1950-1970. Example of high-
density, poorly designed expansion housing. Image retrieved from “Campus Architecture”, by R. 
Dober (1996), p. 141.   

 

 

Figure 2. “From the outside, my dorm looks like a jail.” Comment made by Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute during study done in 1969. Image retrieved from “Research Report Series: Vol. 1. 
Behavioral design criteria in student housing (Research Report No. 1)”, by W. Prieser (1969).  
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Figure 3. Babson College student housing in 1992; resulting project after renewed 
understanding of the importance of the quality of life on college campuses. Image retrieved 
from “Campus Architecture”, by R. Dober (1996), p. 153.   
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Figure 4. Example of coded map of Jardine Apartments based off Kevin Lynch’s city planning 
elements. Map retrieved from http://housing.k-state.edu/pdfs/housing/100812-
JardineMapStormShelterUpdate.pdf. By author, 2014. 
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Figure 5. Example various participant’s maps would be overlapped to find similarities and 
differences for Phase 2 of research methodology. By author, 2014. 
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Table 1. Example of instructions given to research team participants for Phase 1 of  
research methodology. By author, 2014. 
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Table 1. (continued) 
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Table 2. Example of instructions given to student participants for Phase 2 of research 
methodology. By author, 2014. 
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